
W e lco m e  to  

the Reading hQ! 

Our goal is to help children become better readers, so whether you are a 
parent looking to help your child or a school administrator looking to imple-
ment a program, we’re here for you!

Download a sample lesson at each grade level to view a daily video, a slide 
deck, an instructor guide, and a student activity sheet. Once you’ve done that, 
shoot us an email for more information and let us answer your questions.

At The Reading HQ, there is daily review of concepts to build automatically in a 
way that does not center around memorization. Our goal is to provide a child 
with multiple ways to access the information by giving them opportunities for 
auditory, visual, and kinesthetic learning on a daily basis.

Core Philosophies
 »  Make learning engaging, fun, and relevant; connect it to real life
 »  Children learn in different ways and at different rates; provide instruction that 
meets students where they are

 »  Provide opportunities for successful interactions with reading immediately
 »  Dual emphasis in instruction: comprehension and decoding strategies

We’re glad you’ve partnered with us in our mission of making better readers. 
Our programs are designed to develop foundational skills, critical thinking, 
applicable comprehension, and most of all, a love for reading. Through the 
resources in this book and on our digital platform, we hope to provide you 
with the tools you need to accomplish your individual goals for your children. 
Our training module gives a lot of great info to help you get started, but we’re 
here for you every step of the way! Let us know how we can help.  

Sincerely,



BASIC

TeACher’S ediTion
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    BaSIc leSSon 21

Objectives
 » Intro to Suffixes: Base word; affix; suffix; No Changes Rule; Suffix S
 » Intro Secret Code Box
 » Review: Two sounds of S

Materials
 » Activity Book pp. 26-27
 » Cheat Sheet: Suffix Rules: No Changes (Suffix S)

Essential Questions
 » What are the two sounds for Suffix S?
 » Which suffix did we use to make a noun plural?
 » Which suffix did we use to make a form of a present-tense verb?

Daily Video

Slide Presentation Guide
This week, we are practicing words with suffixes. A suffix is a group of letters added to the end of a base 
word to make a new word. A suffix cannot stand alone as a word. A base word is the simplest form of a 
word. It can stand alone and has its own meaning.

The suffixes we will be reading do not change the meaning of the base word. They make what we are 
reading or writing easier to understand.

We are going to learn rules about suffixes that help us both read and spell the words. We will begin by 
adding Suffix S to nouns.

Remind the students that a singular noun names a person, place, or thing. A plural noun names more 
than one person, place, or thing. Give further explanation as needed.

Slide 1: Words—(table)

Singular noun Plural noun
lamp lamps
seed seeds
coat coats

Which suffix has been added to these nouns to make a word that means more than one? Suffix S Did the 
spelling of the noun change? no

Each of the base words is one syllable. Did adding Suffix S add another syllable? no

We have already learned that the letter S has two sounds. What are they? /s/ and /z/ Suffix S can have 
either of these sounds.

The sound we use depends on the sound at the end of the base word. Is the sound at the end of lamp 

SAMPLE
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voiced or unvoiced? unvoiced So will Suffix S have its voiced or unvoiced sound? unvoiced

Is the sound at the end of seed voiced or unvoiced? voiced Will Suffix S have its voiced or unvoiced 
sound? voiced

And last of all, is the sound at the end of coat voiced or unvoiced? unvoiced What will the sound of S be? 
/s/

Read each pair of words together to help the students hear the effect of adding the suffix.

Slide 2: Words—forks, fields, hills, knots, streams (blank)
Guide the students in identifying the sound of Suffix S in each word. forks: /s/; fields: /z/; hills: /z/; 
knots: /s/; streams: /z/

Call on individual students to read the words.

Which Secret Code will we use for Suffix S? a Box around S

Slide 3: Words—forks, fields, hills, knots, streams (coded with a Box around each S)
Let’s read these words together.

Invite individual students to use a word in a sentence.

Slide 4: Words—(table)

Present tense verbs
stand stands
look looks
roll rolls

Now we will add the Suffix S to present-tense verbs.

Remind the students that the word “tense” means “time.” A present-tense verb tells what someone 
or something does or is doing now. Both the root word and the verb + S tell that the action is happen-
ing now. Give further explanation as needed.

Which suffix has been added to these verbs to make them tell that the action happens now? S Did the 
spelling of the verb change? no

Did adding Suffix S add another syllable? no

Suffix S can have either of its sounds in these words also.

The sound we use depends on the sound at the end of the base word. Is the sound at the end of stand 
voiced or unvoiced? voiced So which sound of S will we use? /z/

Is the sound at the end of look voiced or unvoiced? unvoiced So, which sound of S will we use? /s/

SAMPLE
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Dublin, Ireland:
A City of Many Challenges 

Vikings

The people of Ireland lived for many years very peace-
fully. That is until the feared Vikings  
invaded their land! For over 200 
years, the Vikings raided cities 
along the shore. When they 
came, they killed people, 
destroyed build-
ings, and took 
treasures that 
were important 
to the Irish 
people. 

But, as bad 
as the Vikings were, 
they also did some 
good things. Until 
that time, the 
Irish were 
mainly poor. 
When the 
Vikings came 
in, they taught 
people more about business or trade. They also taught the 
people new skills like how to build ships. The Vikings settled in 
the area and built a city that later became known as Dublin. 

Dublin

IRELAND

Write the correct word from the word bank in each blank to name the text element.

illustration   title   subtitle   

Look at the pie chart and answer the questions below.

Which snack food sold the most?

Which snack food sold the least? 

Which snack food was purchased 24% of the time?

What percentage of sales did cookies get?
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RevieW
Add OU or OW to complete each word. 

sh__t  r__nd  cl__d   h__
c__  b__  br__n   sh__ 

Write or, ir, ar to complete the word that names each picture.

Write the answer to each riddle using one of the words below.

broom      bridge      chair     wrist
 1.  I am something you sit on. ______________________  

2.  I am part of your arm. ______________________  

3.  I am used to sweep a room. ______________________  

Picture Fill in the blanks

c__

f__k

g__l

sh__t
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TABLE OF CONTENTS:

Chapter 1:  At the Admiral Benbow ............................... p. 1
Chapter 2: Black Dog Appears and Disappears ....p. 4
Chapter 3: The Black Spot ................................................p. 9
Chapter 4: The Sea-Chest ..............................................p. 15
Chapter 5: The Last of the Blind Men ........................p. 21
Chapter 6: The Captain’s Papers ..............................  p. 27

Look at the table of contents and answer the questions below.

What page would you turn to if you want to read about the black spot?

What is the name of the chapter that begins on p. 15?

Where would you find this information in a book?

Below is an index from a book about American territories. Look at the index and 
answer the questions.

INDEX: 

Alaska ................................................................................................. 5
American Samoa .......................................................................... 8-9
Cuba ................................................................................................... 7, 24
Guam  ................................................................................................ 16-18
Hawaii ................................................................................................ 2-4
Mariana Islands ............................................................................. 6
Marshall Islands ............................................................................ 10
Panama Canal ............................................................................... 19
Pearl Harbor ................................................................................... 24
Philippine Islands .......................................................................... 20-21
Puerto Rico ...................................................................................... 11, 22-23 
Virgin Islands ................................................................................. 25

On what page(s) would you find information about the Marshall Islands?

Could you find information about Hawaii on p. 3?

Could you find information about Puerto Rico on p. 12?

On what page(s) would you find information about Cuba? 
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Voiced and Unvoiced Sounds

Voiced Sounds (vibrations)

    Voiced Letters - b
, d, g, j, l, m, n, r, v, w, z

    All Vowels - a, e, i, o, u, y 

    Voiced Letter Groups - dge, ge, zz

    Final Stable Syllables - ble, cle, dle
, fle, gle, kle, ple, 

tle, zle

Unvoiced Sounds (no vibrations)

    Unvoiced Letters -
 c, f, k, p, s, t

    Unvoiced Letter G
roups - ch, ck, ph,  

        sh, th, ff, s
s, tch
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cheat SheetS, FlaSh caRdS, 
and digital platFoRm
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lIKe What YoU See?

Instructor Bundle–$99.99 
Student Bundle–$79.99 

Success Guarantee
We know that sometimes it can be difficult to de-
termine where a student should begin. Depend-
ing on their current skill level, they may require 
one or the other grade level or a combination of 
the two. If you find that your child isn’t quite a 

match for the purchased level, we will give you 
access to the next closest level, whether that is 
down or up. We also are constantly adding addi-
tional practice activities to the digital platform to 
provide you and your little readers with the best 
opportunity for practice and success. 

Scan code FoR moRe inFoRmation!


